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1. Introduction. In the study of finite dimensional simple flexible

power-associative algebras, one of the residual classes of algebras is

the class of degree two. These are simple power-associative algebras

satisfying the flexible identity (xy)x = x(yx) and with a unity element

l=u+v which is the sum of two orthogonal absolutely primitive

idempotents u and v.

It is known (see [l; 3]) that such an algebra A over a field F

whose characteristic is not 2 can be decomposed relative to u and

written A=Ai+An+A2 where Ai = Au(l)=Av(0), An = Au(l/2)

= .4,(1/2), A2 — AU(Q) =A,(l) and x is in AUÇK) if and only if xu+ux

= 2Xx. It is also known [l] that xu = ux = \x if X = 0, 1, that Ai and

Aa are orthogonal subalgebras, that xu and ux are in An if x is in

Ai2, and we have the multiplicative properties

Ai2AiQ A12+ Ai,        AiAii Ç An + A2,

AÏ2A2 C An + Ai,        A2AnQ An+Ai.

Furthermore [2; 6], Ai = uF+Ni, A2 = vF+N2, where Ai and N2 are

nil subalgebras of Ai and A2, respectively. The algebra A is called

M-nilstable (or nilstable with respect to u) if A12AiQAi2 + A3_,- and

AiAi2C.Ai2+Nz-i for i=l, 2, and A is called nilstable if it is u-

nilstable for every idempotent u. Also A is said to be w-stable if

AiiAiÇZAn and AiAnQAi2 for i=l, 2 and stable if it is «-stable for

every idempotent u.

Oehmke has shown [ó] that if A is stable over an algebraically

closed field F, it has the property that the associated algebra A +

(which is the same vector space as A but has product x-y

= (l/2)(xy+yx) where xy, yx are products in A) is the simple Jordan

algebra of degree 2. We shall obtain this result for nilstable algebras

and then we shall completely determine all flexible algebras of degree

2 over an algebraically closed field which have the property that A+

is the simple Jordan algebra of degree 2. It seems desirable to study

the nilstable algebras since it is easy to show that an algebra of char-

acteristic zero is nilstable.

The proof will depend on [4] where it was proved that over an

algebraically closed field of characteristic ^2, 3, a nilstable simple

commutative power-associative algebra is Jordan. This result is not
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stated in reference [4] but is implied by the proof. The author is

confident that the results of this paper could with some additional

effort be proved for characteristic 3, but this effort does not seem

worthwhile.

2. Proof that A+ is Jordan. It is assumed throughout this paper

that A is a nilstable simple flexible power-associative algebra of de-

gree 2 over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 9^2, 3. This

implies that A+ is a nilstable commutative power-associative algebra

of degree 2. Since A is flexible it satisfies

(1) (xy)z + (zy)x = x(yz) + z(yx),

which is the linearized form of the flexible law.

Theorem 1. A flexible power-associative algebra A is u-nilstable if

and only if A+ is u-nilstable.

It is clear that A+ is w-nilstable if A is M-nilstable. Conversely, let

A+ be «-nilstable and let y — u in (1) to obtain (xu)z + (zu)x = x(uz)

+z(ux). Ii x is in yliandzin Ai2, we know that xu = ux = x, uz = z — zu,

and zu, uz are in Ai2. It follows that xz + (zu)x = xz — x(zu)+zx or

zx=(zu)x+x(zu). Since (zu)x+x(zu) = 2(zu)-x and since A+ is u-

nilstable, zx is in Ai2 + N2. The product xz = 2x-z — zx is also in Ai2

+N2. The proof is similar if x is in A2.

Corollary. A flexible power-associative algebra A is nilstable if and

only if A+ is nilstable.

Theorem 2. A flexible power-associative algebra of degree 2 and char-

acteristic zero is nilstable.

This result follows from the corollary to Theorem 1 and from Theo-

rem 6 of [3] which states that a commutative power-associative alge-

bra of characteristic zero is nilstable.

Theorem 3. Let A be a nilstable simple flexible power-associative

algebra of degree 2 over an algebraically closed field of characteristic

9^2, 3. Then A+ is a Jordan algebra.1

The proof is made by leaning heavily on [4] where it is shown that

A+ is Jordan if it is also simple. In that reference simplicity is used in

two places. First in the proof of Lemma 7 when the ideal Aï2 + Ni + N2

is constructed and, second, at the end when the ideal Ai2(Ni + N2)

1 By using a generalization of [4] it is possible to state Theorem 3 in a more general

form. See the author's On nilstable algebras, Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 9 (1958), 697-

701.
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+Ni+N2 is constructed. Both times simplicity is used to set the

ideal equal to zero. We cannot do that here but we do use the in-

formation concerning the ideals of A+.

Lemma 1. If xy+yx and x(yu) + (yu)x are in N=Ni+N2for x, y

in Ai2, then xy and yx are in N+Ai2.

Write xy = au+ßv+ni+n2+ai2 where a, ß are in F, Mi in Nh n2 in

Ni, an in AX2. Then yx= —au—ßv+qi+q2 — an with ci in Nx, q2 in N2.

By (1), (xy)u + (uy)x = x(yu) +u(yx). Add (yx)u to both sides of this

equality and use the fact that uy = y—yu to obtain 2(x-y)u+yx

= 2(yu)-x + 2(yx)-u. Since x-y is in N, (x-y)u is in iVi and since

(yu) -x is in N, it follows that yx — 2(yx) -u is in N. This implies that

a = ß — 0 and so xy and yx are in N+Au.

Lemma 2. If A is nilstable and if B=An+N is an ideal of A+, then

B is an ideal of A. Thus if A is simple, B = 0.

Since B is an ideal of A+, xy+yx is in B for every x, y in An. By

properties of the decomposition for A+ (see [l]), we also know that

xy+yx is in Ai+Ai. Therefore xy+yx is in N. By Lemma 1, xy and

yx are in B. Using our hypothesis of nilstability and the facts that

iVi and Ni are orthogonal subalgebras, it is now easy to verify that

B is an ideal of A.

Now we have Lemma 7 of reference [4] and all the results that

follow it up to the fourth line from the end of the paper where we

have that C = ^4i2-(iVi + ^a)-f-iVi+iVa is an ideal of A+. Call the

component of An(Ni+N2) in An by A*2 and let *AX2 denote the Ai2

component of (Ni+N2)Ai2. It will be shown that D = *An+A*2+Ni

+N2 generates an ideal of A which is properly contained in A. Ii A is

simple, this ideal will have to be the zero ideal, and thus Ni = N2 = 0.

Then A =uF+Ai2+vF and it is easy to verify that A+ is Jordan.

Lemma 3. Let x be any element of *Ai2+A*2 and y any element of Ai2.

Then xy, yx, (xRZ)y, y(xRl), (yRf¡¡)x, and x(yRl) are in iV+^4i2 for
every positive integer n, where Ru denotes right multiplication by u.

Since C is an ideal of A+, y(zg+gz)i2 + (zg+gz)i2y is in C for y, z

in An, g in N. We emphasize once more that (zg+gz)i2 is the com-

ponent of zg+gz in An. Furthermore y(zg+gz)n + (zg+gz)i2y is in

Ai+Ai, so it must be in N for every y. By Lemma 1, y(zg+gz)i2

and (zg+gz)ny are in An+N. From (1), y(zg)+g(zy) = (yz)g + (gz)y.

This implies that y(zg)i2—(gz)i2y is in An+N. Combining these re-

sults we have that y(gz) 12+(gz)i2y and y(zg)i2+(zg)i2y are in AX2+N

and since they are also in Ax+A2, they are in N. Using Lemma 1
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again, y(gz)n, (gz)i2y, y(zg)n, and izg)i»y are in An+N. Since any x

in *Ai-¿+A*2 is a linear combination of elements of the form (gz)n

and (zg)i2, xy and yx are in Ai2+N for any y in ^4i2. The elements

yRZ are in An, so we also have (yRl)x and x(yi?H) in Ai2+N. The

remainder of the lemma is proved by induction on n. Add (xy)u to

both sides of (yx)u + (ux)y — y(xu)+u(xy) and use ux = x — xu to get

2(x-y)u+xy = 2(xu) -y+2u-(xy). It follows that (xu)-y is in Ai2+N.

This fact is for every y so Lemma 1 implies (xu)y and 3>(xw) are in

A12 + A. Replace x by xi?£ in the above and use the induction hypoth-

esis to obtain the facts that (xR%+1)y and y(xR1+1) are in Ai2+N.

This completes the proof of Lemma 3.

Lemma 4. If for some x in An, xy and yx are in Ai2+N for every y

in An, then (xy)X2z and z(xy)n are in An + N for every z in An.

Relation (1) gives (xy)z+(zy)x = x(yz)+z(yx) and our hypotheses

imply that (xy)i2z — z(yx)i2 is in An+N. But xy+yx is in ^41+^2 and

thus (yx)n= — (xy)n. Therefore, (xy)nz+z(xy)i2 is in An+N and

Lemma 1 gives the desired result.

Lemma 5. If for some x in An, xy and yx are in An+N for every y in

An, then [(xy)nR-V[z and z[(xy)nR-u\ are in An + N for every z in An.

The proof is patterned after the last part of Lemma 3 and we omit

the details.

Let M = A*2+*An and let

B = A + M + £ MrI
k

+ \Tl(MRhu)An+ ¿2   [(Af-RÍMiJuJÍ+E   [(MRku)An]nAn
v    k k,m k

+ £ ({(MRku)An]nRZ)An + £ ([(MRU)A 12]l2An)idC
k,m k,m

+ £ ([(MRl)A12]nAn)uA12+ • ■ •>
* /   12

for k, m any positive integers.

The dots indicate that we take all possible elements in An which

can be obtained by starting with an element in M and multiplying

this on the right in every possible way by powers of Ru and by ele-

ments of A i2. There are actually only a finite number of types of

products because A is finite dimensional. Since (ab)n= — (ba)i2 for

any a, b in Ai2 it is unnecessary to consider left multiplication by ele-
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ments of An. Left multiplication by u need not be considered either

since ua = a — au for any a in An. The preceding lemmas imply that

B is an ideal of A. Since BQN+AÍ2, B does not contain u, and if A

is simple, B = 0. It follows that Ni = N2 = 0 and A=uF+An+vF. To

prove that A+ is a Jordan algebra use the fact that x-y = a(u+v) for

every x, y in Ai2, a in F. (See Lemma 10 of [2].)

The result of Theorem 3 says that an algebra A satisfying its

hypotheses is a noncommutative Jordan algebra. A result of Oehmke

(Theorem 4.1 of [5]) gives

Theorem 4. Let A be a nilstable simple flexible power-associative

algebra of degree 2 over an algebraically closed field of characteristic

9£2, 3. Then A+ is a simple Jordan algebra.

Combining Theorems 2 and 4 with Theorems 2.7 and 4.1 of [5] we

have the following result.

Theorem S.2 Let A be a simple flexible power-associative algebra of

degree tj^l over an arbitrary field of characteristic 0. Then A+ is a sim-

ple Jordan algebra.

3. Description of the simple algebras. Over an algebraically closed

field the simple Jordan algebra of degree 2, A+, can be described as

follows. It has a basis u, v, a\, ■ • ■ , an for some integer n where u, v

are orthogonal idempotents such that u+v= 1 is the unity element of

A+, ai-u = afV = ai, a2=l for each i, and ai-a, = 0 if if*].

To describe A completely it is necessary to describe the products

uai and a»a>. These products determine ojM = o¿ — «a,-, va< = a< — Ma,-,

aiV = ai—vai, and ayd,= — atHj. Since uai is in An, ua{= ^ja(i, j)a¡.

Write a&j = yu + &v + ]T)* e(i, j, k)ak. First we note that from the

flexible law (atM)a< = ai(wfl,) it follows that a2=(íío¿)o¿-|-a¿(íía¿) and

therefore l = 2a(i, i). From (1) we have (a{u)ak + (aku)ai = ai(uak)

+ak(uai). Using aiU = at — uai, atak — (uai)ak+akai — (uak)ai = ai(uak)

+ak(uai). If i^k, aiak+akai = 0, and hence 2a(i, k)+2a(k, i)=0.

Using (1) again, (aiaf)u + (ua¡)ai = ai(aju)+u(aia^. Since a¡ai

= — a¿ay and a¡u = aj — uai, (aia¡)u + (uaj)ai = aiaj — ai(ua¡)—u(aia¡).

Thus yu + (ua¡)ai+ai(uaj) = èv or yu + 2a(j, i)l = bv. Consequently,

2a(j, ») = ô=— y.

The substitution x = a¿, y = a¡, z = at in (1) gives (aiaj)ai + (ata,)ai

= ai(ajat)+at(ajai) = —ai(ata3)—at(aiaj) or (a,a3) •at + (ata}) -a, = 0.

Therefore e(i,j,t)+e(t,j,i) =0. Sinceayo¿= — a¿ay, e(i,j,t) — —e(j,i,t).

Combining these statements we see that if a, b, c is any permutation

2 This is the only place in the paper where we do not assume that the degree of A

is two. From now on we shall always suppose degree A =2.
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of i, j, t, e(a, b, c)=e(i, j, t) if the permutation is even and is the

negative of e(i, j, t) for an odd permutation. The above results are

summarized in the following theorem.

Theorem 6. Let A be an algebra over an algebraically closed field of

characteristic 9^2 such that A+ is the simple Jordan algebra of degree 2.

Then multiplication in A is defined by uai= 52i a(i, j)a, where a(i, i)

= 1/2 and a(j, i) = — a(i, j) if i ^j, and, for i j^j, ataj = 2a(i, j) (u — v)

+ 52k e(i, j, k)ak where e(i, j, k) is a linear skew-symmetric function

on i, j, k.

It is easy to see that the properties discussed above are sufficient

to give simple, flexible, power-associative stable (since a Jordan alge-

bra A+ is stable) algebras of degree 2. That is, let F be any field of

characteristic not 2, let u, v, ai, ■ ■ ■ , an be a basis for a vector space

A over F and define multiplication in A by u2 = u, v2 = v, uv = vu = 0,

uai= 52i a(i, j)ai with a(i, i) = 1/2, a(j, i) = — a(i, j) are all in F, a2

= u+v, and, for i^j, aia,= ^* «(*'» j, k)ak where e(i, j, k) is in F

and is a linear skew-symmetric function on i,j, k. Then it is a straight-

forward matter to show that A+ is a simple Jordan algebra of degree

2 and that A is flexible. The fact that A is simple follows from the

fact that A+ is simple.
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